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Invitation
for winter walk
National Academy

of Sciences’ Botanical 

Garden open to visitors 

throughout winter  Page 6
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Remaining young at 
heart and creative

Exhibition of painter

Leonid Dudarenko

radiates his reassuring 

energy  Page 9
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Counting on broad and 
chain reaction

Parliament returns draft law 

‘On Telecommunications’ 

for further revision and 

improvements   Page 2

Rest and treatment Rest and treatment 
in the Republic in the Republic 

of Belarusof Belarus
www.medbel375.comwww.medbel375.com

“PRINCESS CASINO”“PRINCESS CASINO”: : 
Minsk, Y. Kupaly Str., 25 Minsk, Y. Kupaly Str., 25 
 tel. (+375 17) 328 69 17,  tel. (+375 17) 328 69 17, 

328 69 51328 69 51

“PRINCESS SLOTS”,“PRINCESS SLOTS”, 
crossroad of 
Logoysky Tract and 
Minsk Ringway, 
sales centre “BIGZ” 
tel. (+375 17) 261 63 12

“LEISURE CENTRE”: “LEISURE CENTRE”: 
Minsk, Nemiga Str., 12  

tel. (+375 17) 
200 14 92, 200 42 81

FE “Minsk Princess Hotel” 220030 Minsk, Kirov Str., 13  tax ID101364977
The lisence for carrying out of activity in gambling business № 02310/0277966 given by Ministry of Sport and 

Tourism of the Republic of Belarus, for a period since 26.03.2007 until 26.03.2012.

Speaking of more 
than culture alone
President of Belarus welcomes 
world famous film director Emir 
Kusturica to his
working residence

City authorities debut 
recycling technology

Leaves and 
stereotypes fall
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Bio-gas production launched at 
domestic waste recycling
plant in Brest

Intrigue on eve of 17th Minsk 
International Listapad Film 
Festival

It’s difficult to imagine the amount of advertising which 
the Borisov Works of Automobile and Tractor Electric 
Equipment (BATE) would have needed to pay for to 
ensure the same amount of recognition as it has gained 
owing to the success showed by the football club of the 
same name — BATE.
“No ministry or official has done as much for the 
country as BATE,” noted the President of Belarus, on 

visiting the construction site of the new football stadium 
in the city of Borisov.
Alexander Lukashenko and BATE head coach Victor 
Goncharenko lay a capsule in the foundations of the 
future football arena. A modern stadium, resembling a 
flying saucer, is to be built in 2012, meeting all UEFA 
requirements and enabling BATE to welcome their 
European Cup rivals to play in Borisov.

BATE to shift its 
football success 
to a new stadium


